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The development of the quark parton model as an explanation of - 

-the ccaling observed in deep inelastic electron nucleon and (less directly) 

neutrino nucleon scattering is now ancient history. However, the only 

additional leptonic test, thatof scaling in efe- annihilation, has 

proven, viewed optimistically, inconclusive. Surprisingly the principle 

support for naive composite theories of the hadron has come from the 

arena of hadron physics-- scattering processes at large transverse momenta. 

Within the constituent interchange model 1-3 (CIM) a fairly tight frame- 

work is capable of unifying and describing a large body of experimental 

facts. This framework is based upon two principle ingredients 

a) the quark model of hadrons 

P = qqq + (qi pairs) 

7i- = qS + (qi pairs) 

b) an interaction between quarks characterized by a dimensionless 

coupling constant, or constants, which for fermion quarks implies a 

vector gluon theory. 

One then makes two assumptions4 which imply the absence of 

anomalous dimensions on the quark level at high pT: 

i) quark wave functions within hadrons are finite at the origin; 

ii) the kernel describing the interaction between quarks has the 

same asymptotic properties as a simple gluon exchange. 

The asymptotic properties of high pT processes involving hadrons 

are then easily obtained. Because of i), the kernel, K, is exposed the 

minimal number of times required in order that the quarks "directly 

emitted" by the hadrons be in the low transverse momentum region of the 
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hadronic wave ,function. A large angle or high pT process is then I - 

avera"ged over probable configurations. This is illustrated, for the case 

of the pion form factor, in Fig. 1. 

Assumption ii).then tells us that the quark amplitude has at high 

PT naive, dimensionally, determined asymptotic behavior. For example 

from Fig. 1, F*(t) - $ q In general if a given state, i, of a hadron 

consists of Ni quarks, the contribution to the hadron form factor 

behaves as 
t 3m 

F(t) - -& (1) 
ti 

(Thus the valence state of the proton yields dipole behavior.) According 

to the Drell-Yan-West (DYW) relation5, this then implies that the prob- 

ability distribution function, f(x)/x, for a quark in state i of the 

hadron behaves as 6,723 

x-t1 
f(x) - (1 - x> 

'Ni-3 
(2) 

(x represents the fraction of hadron momentum carried by the quark.) 

It should be noted that the DYW relation can be proven' given b), i) and 

ii) provided one demands that Z graphs involving bound state consti- 

uents be suppressed. Such suppression (not yet shown to hold in any 

theory) is required in order that hadronic amplitudes not have J = 0 

fixed poles.' Equation (2) can be tested indirectly by examining the 

existing deep inelastic data. 6 The 1st nonvalence nucleon state consists 

of 5 quarks, for which f(x) Qc (1 - x)~. By associating this threshold 
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damping with the Regge and Pomeron (or "sea") components of quark distri- 

-buti& functions and by employing sum rules, it is possible to extract6 

very satisfactory qqq, valence state, distributions, another Usuccessll of this 

approach. Finally we.may also -use (2) to obtain the probability distri- 

butions of hadrons within hadrons. w A nonvalence state quark may be 

viewed as arising from the valence state of a secondary hadron which 

in turn originated from the primary hadron, Fig. 2. Formally 

fv 
H 

(4 = il f,l/,(Z) f- 
X 

q,H(wz) dz (3) 

This hadronic bremsstrahlung formula requires, for consistency, that 

z+l 
fH,,H(Z) - (1 - z)2NB'i1 . (4) 

N is the minimum possible number of quarks in an ,'H state. Thus 
ii'H 

for instance, if H = p, H' = 7rr, q = 7, we obtain f 
dP 

z ;tl (1 - z)5 

from Eq. (4) which solves (3) (7 = 5 + 1 + 1; one of the l's arises 

from the integration limits). These results for fHI,,(z) and fq,,(x) 

will be particularly important in high pT inclusive predictions. 

It also seems that the behaviors suggested for fH1/H 
may be directly 

observable in the 'llusual'f triple Regge region (at small t). 
896 The 

effective trajectories extracted from the data strongly suggest the 

presence of hadronicbremsstrahlungprocesses.8 Let us now turn to 

exclusive scattering. 

The fixed angle, s +Q), behavior of exclusive hadronic scattering 

amplitudes is easily obtained, using the techniques sketched earlier for 
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form factors. We find 4,lO 

Fixed Angle 
s2do - A'-(& 

4-n A-nB-nC-nD 
dt )2 'ABCD(ZCM) (5) 

where hadron A contains nA quarks, etc. (zCM is the center of mass 

scattering angle.) Two types of contributing diagrams are illustrated 

for the case of np scattering in Fig. 3(a,b). Each yields, in agree- 

ment with (l), 

$f - +J NZCM) 
S 

(6) 

However, the experimentally observed angular distribution is most consis- 

tent with the CIM diagram of Fig. 3a; the "Chou Yang" diagram of Fig. 3b 

must be considerably suppressed at fixed angles. This is difficult to 

justify, but a number of possibilities suggest themselves: 

i) The intermediating kernel, KCy, is a colored octet member while 

hadrons are color singlets; (two vector gluon exchange would also be 

numerically suppressed because 8 x 8 ==> many things in addition to a 

singlet); 

ii) KCY is suppressed relative to the other kernels because of 

the off shell quark configuration; , 

iii) the diagram of Fig. 3b is not, of itself, suppressed, but 

after s channel iteration (or eikonalization) it is, at fixed angle. 

This possibility seems appealing as the (quantum number singlet portion 

of the) net result might then be identified with the diffractive contri- 

bution to elastic scattering. 11 
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The situation is further complicated by the fact that, in general, 
- 

the "multiple scattering" diagram type of Fig. 3c must be included (illus- - 

* trated for 7r T scattering). Here the quarks are not forced off shell 

but phase space suppresses the amplitude at fixed angle, s +oo, yielding 

cross sections of the general form (6) but with weaker s fall off. 

Again experiment is not consistent with such an energy dependence. 

These diagrams were discussed by Landshoff 12 and possible reasons for 

their absence (which fall under (ii), above) were considered by 

Polkinghorne. 12 

In any case the angular dependences predicted at large angle by 

CIM diagrams are , generally, remarkably good for meson-baryon reactions. 

The K'p reactions are dramatic examples (Fig. 4). 

Proton proton elastic scattering is more troublesome. 13 The pre- 

dicted power dependence 

da 1 
ZYp @(ZCM) 

while not bad, is not good either. The naive expectations for @(zcM) 

are also imperfect. Inclusion of quark pairing effects 14 or logarithmic 

power modifications (such as those associated with asymptotically free 

theories) may be required to fit the data. 

We now come to the most dramatic evidence in favor of the picture 

suggested so far--high pT inclusive reactions. 15-18 Again there are 

two principle parton model process types, illustrated in Fig. 5. (We do 

not attempt to discuss the many other mechanisms proposed. 19-21) The 

first, the?Jhou Yang'process, 22 proceeds via emission of a quark from 

each of the two incoming particles. These then scatter to produce quarks 
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at high pT, one of which turns into the observed hadron. At 90gM, 

for%tstance, the prediction is that E(do/d3p) N l/p: F'(xl= 2~I/43, 

essentially because the controlling subprocess of qq scattering is 

characterized by dofdt N l/s2. by Eq. (5): (Note that da/dt and 

E(&/d3p) have the same dimensions.) F' can be predicted,but the 

l/P; behavior is inconsistent with current data. Perhaps KC-, is 

again suppressed by one of the mechanisms considered earlier. (Case i) 

requires further assumptions concerning the communication between high 

pT jets, and caseii)becomes more difficult as well.) 

The second process illustrated, Fig. 5b, is one of several CIM 

processes. 22323 The asymptotic behavior of the one drawn is controlled 

by quark pion scattering at fixed angle, ( do/dt > cm + w N l/s4 by 

Eq. (5), so that 

90” 
,CM -$ F(xL) 

PI 
(8) 

F(x,-) is completely determined by the counting rules given earlier. 

We have 

+ Fbl) = Sf ,,/,(d dz $ fq,p(x) ax 
P-L 

(9) 
q7- + w 

da , 
dt > 

s6(xzs + zt + xu) 
xzs,zt,xu 

with t=u=pL 4-i at 40' in the center of mass; (tu symmetrization 

is necessary away from 90"). 
fr/P 

N (1 - z)~ and fdp N (1 - x)~. 

The 6 function, which assures that the qr 3 q7r fixed angle, subprocess 

(evaluated at reduced energy and momentum transfer) is on shell, 
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restricts the x and z integrals so that 
- 

F(xl) N (1 - x1)9=5+3+1 (104 

Other parton CIM diagrams yield 

F(q) - (1 - xL)ll (lob) 

The prediction, Eqs. (8) and (lo), is in remarkable agreement with the 

ISR TO data at 90". In order to compare to lower energy N.A.L. data 

it is necessary to consider also l/Pi? terms. These arise from diagrams 

such as that of Fig. 6. (Note that to the extent such a diagram contri- 

butes overall baryon quantum numbers should characterize the particles 

opposite the observed n.) The "kernel' subprocess q(q pair) + T+ B* 

has do/dt N l/s6 at fixed angle; also f q/p - (l - x)3Y fq pair/p- (1-x) 

so that 

E da 92" +2(1 _ ,J5=3+1+1 
d3P PI 

Thus, in general, we must write 

(11) 

F and G may be extracted from the NAL data at any given X_L using 

various pairs of the three available energies, 200, 300 and 400 GeV. 
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The results are given in Fig. 7, along with sample theoretical curves, 

for Snumber of interesting cases. The inconsistency of the data with 

Eq. (l.Z),measured by the error bars in the figures, is in general small 

and within experimental errors. (The consistency level is not so high 

for F(xl) for p and p observation. This will be discussed else- 

*here.) It should, in any case, be noted that features, such as the 

more rapid fall off of 5 G , compared to Gp, with x1 are natural con- 

sequencesyin this approach, of the difference in the quark constituency 

of the observed particles; all such xl behaviors are well determined 

by the counting rules already given. 823 

Let us now elaborate on some of the exclusive and inclusive pre- 

dictions of this approach. Concerning the former, it should be stressed 

that interchange theory provides a uniform link between the backward 

and forward Regge regions. 13 The only other type of theory, capable of 

doing so, is one characterized by logarithmic trajectories. 13 In fact 

the CIM angular dependences can be rephrased in terms of predictions 

for the large t (or u) limits of Regge trajectories. 24,25,4 

The general rule takes the form 

03) 

where n is the minimum number of quarks that can be exchanged in the 

A?3 channel of a CIM dual-like diagram. nSF is a helicity flip 

correction necessary when spin considerations are incorporated. 
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h Cf 
elastic(t) -> _ 2 (forward) 

$5 elastic 
eff (u) -> - 4 (backward) 

a gfel-(t) -> - 1 (forward) 

c?@ + v(~> -3 - 3/2 eff (backward) nSF = l/2 

The behavior of the Regge residues is then immediate from Eqs. (13) and 

(5). It is interesting to note 25 that these results along with standard 

factorization for Regge trajectories require that in pp elastic scatter- 

ing the various higher lying Q and TT trajectories (which couple, 

as onemovestowards the forward direction,to pp elastic) must in fact 

cancel at fixed angle. This will obviously make pp phenomenology 

somewhat tricky. 

Particularly interesting special cases are those corresponding 

to exotic trajectories. For instance for TQ + (pn one predicts in 

the forward direction aeff T+T channe1(t) + -3; i.e., da/dt)t N o should 

fall as l/s8 if the interchange graph prediction is relevant. 

In inclusive scattering a number of particularly interesting 4 

results also emerge, 1,2,8,23 Especially important are the photon induced 

reactions such as up +1T;' + X. One finds a number of possible contri- 

butions which roughly take the form 
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- 

7&da -rp + 7T pLJ” d3P 

c 

(1 - xJ3 (1 - X,)3 

--i-t-- 

and --$- 

(14) 

(1 - x_L)O (1 - Xl)l 

27 
and 

PF 

point like photon vector meson dominated 
component component 

The upper contributions will clearly dominate for X_L not near 1 pro- 

vided pL is large enough. The bottom two always win for XL +1 

the phase space limit and, in fact, appear to provide a nice description 

of existing low energy data. Also of great importance are meson beam 
26 experiments. For instance 7-r'~ +T+ f X should have the originally 

discussed direct scattering term which for x1-+1 (at 90") is damped 

only minimially 

dGTf+p -Wr+ + x 

Ed3p 
9,0° $L (1 - xJ3 (15) 

whereas for ~+p +TI-- f X such a minimally damped term should be absent. 

In addition direct measurement of this term will be a great help in 

determining the normalization of the 'kernelW q~ + q?r amplitude which 

8 controls pI scaling in pp 3~ + X. 

It should also be stressed that Eq. (9) is easily evaluated away 

from 90" in the C.M. One finds that in the central region, i.e., t 

and u of order pi G and in the high pT triple "Regge' region, 

the typical cross section takes the form 
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Central 

"Triple Reggev 

where , the ratio of missing mass* to s, approaches 

0 near the kinematical limit. (xr, is the usual Feynman longitudinal 

momentum fraction of the observed particle.) The triple Regge 0J -(t) 
AC 

is exactly that expected in the CIM for the exclusive limit process 

(where E is of the order of l/s). p(t) is, of course, predicted. 

The power P controlling the central region as E 4 0 is completely 

determined, for any given graph, by the type of counting rules already 

discussed. 

Finally we will turn to a number of topics of current interest. 

First is the question of the multiplicity distribution opposite the 

observed high pi particle. 27 In a process such as that of Fig. 5b 

the final quark (which is presumed to turn into the observed hadrons) 

is not generally opposite the observed pion. The CM of the qv- "kernel" 

amplitude is not necessarily the same as the proton proton CM. 

The quark distribution as a function of rapidity, 11, is easily 

obtained, for instance, for the two configurations measured by one of 

collaboration at ISR. 28 For a r" at 90" a plateau of width N 2.5 in 

rapidity (at pl = 3) is predicted for the quark distribution. Of 

course, the quark must turn into hadrons but the experimental rapidity 

width may be a bit wide to be fully reproduced. If one measures a 

high pT 7r" away from 90" (say at 7 = -t-.5) the quark distribution 
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is generally peaked in the opposite rapidity direction (equal negative 

rapid?ty) in agreement with experiment. It should be noted that for 

some types of interactions (i.e. tlkerneltl processes) quite different 

results can be obtained. For instance, for'the same two situations, the 

diagram of Fig. 5a yields a very broad distribution (71 width > 4) at 

90". Sufficiently unusual 'kernel'l processes or sufficiently high pT 

(away from the phase space boundary) can even result in a peak shift, 

for the opposing multiplicity,in the same direction in 7 as that at 

which the TO is observed. 

The final topic I wish to discuss is the relation of the naive 

predictions, presented thus far, to more sophisticated models of the 

hadronic interactions-- in particular asymptotically free theories and 

"bag" models. As mentioned earlier, the fixed angle behavior of, for 

instance, pp elastic scattering will be modified in an asymptotically 

free theory. These modifications may be explored using an intuitive 

approach in which the effective number of 

momentum transfer with which the hadronic 

increases, due to (massless) vector gluon 

constituents increases, as the 

wave function is being probed 

29 straggling. For asymptotically 

free theories this increase in number goes like Rn an(t) (t is 

the momentum transfer). This type of approach is relevant to calculating 

the modifications expected to graphs of the interchange type using the 

counting rules already given. (We ignore Landshoff's type of graph, 

for instance.) One obtains a result of the form (for pp elastic) 

da 92" 1 1 
dt 

(s/2) 
10 + a Rn[Jn(s/2)/,4n u,I 

N- 
n eff 

S 

(16) 
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For favorite SU(3) color theoretical parameters a = 32/27 and the 

choice u = 0 10 is made in order to obtain a reasonable description of 

the slightly faster then dipole fall off of the proton form factor. (We 

also have set the usual scale parameter to 1 GeV2.) One finds 

neff 

This yields a nice fit to the 90" pp data. A closely related descrip- 

tion3' of the pp elastic data is that using the Baker Coon logarithmic 

trajectoried dual model 31 for which neff N a + b Rn S/2. This behavior 

corresponds to a "fixed point" gauge theory in which the Callan Symanzik 

10.5 d2 N 10 - 20 Ge? 

11.5 s12 N 20 - 30 Ge? 

@ function forces the coupling constant to some finite value at large 

momenta. 

The above results seem quite encouraging. However the modifications, 
8 

using the same scale factors and colored gluon model parameters to pi- 

scaling at ISR then turn out to be massive, Fig. 8. The principal source 

of breakdown is that the q7r "kernel" interchange amplitude no longer 

behaves as (roughly) ~/(o!J?:)~ but rather as 

, 

4 + a &[,4Tn(cQ:)/Jn uo] ' 
bP3 , 

a is determined by the convolution integral of Eq. (9) and is such that 

a is=*. Then CXpT at xL = ,25 varies from = 25 Ge ? to 75 GeV* as 

&J varies from 30 to 50. The situation is further worsened by the fact 

qr + qT amplitude acts as an effective current on the f 
T/P 

and f 
q/p 
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distribution functions which in asymptotically free theories receive both 

multi-&cative logarithmic damping modifications and logarithmic modifi- 

cations to the (1 - x) and (1 - z) powers controlling f 
T/P 

and 

f 
S/P' 

The effective Q2 of tkiis current, z pL 4-z in Fig. 5b, varies, 

on the average, from 40 to 120 Ge v? Of course fixed point theories are 

much worse, still. The possibility that the field theory diagrams 
8 neglected in the CIM approach might restore pL scaling cannot be ruled 

out but certainly the CIM approximation would have to break down. 

It would seem, though that the bag model, 32 in which the quark 

gluon coupling can be made arbitrarily small without destroying the 
8 

hadronic state spectrum could be capable of explaining naive pL 

scaling at ISR energies. The kernel K, 
(B 

, is then more complicated 

to interpret as it represents the interaction of a quark-with the walls 

of the collective bag state. The normalization of this interaction need 

have no relation to the gluon coupling constant. 
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a. 

Figure Captions 

Form factor of a pion in a ltvector gluon" theory. 

of antiquark distributions in a proton. 

a) Interchange Diagram Topology for MB +MB. 

b) 'Chou YangV topology for MB -+MB 

c) Landshoff or "multiple scattering" topology for MM *MM. 

K+p and K-p elastic scattering angular distributions. 

a) Chou Yang and b) Sample Interchange diagram for inclusive 

production of pions at large transverse momentum. 

A second type of interchange diagram for high pT pion production 

with l/p? behavior. 

a) F(xl) for x1> .3 for r' and T- production in proton 

Tungsten collisions. 

b) G(xl) for x_~> .3 for r+ and v-- production. 

c) G(xL) for x1> .3 for p and $ production. 

Sample theoretical predictions for each are given. Error bars 

indicate inconsistency level (i.e. degree to which more terms than 

and l/p? are required). 

Illustration of p! scaling breakdown when asymptotically free 

gauge theory corrections are incorporated in the GIN diagrams. 
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